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Abstract

Previous dialogue act recognition models assume inter-utterances independency, in which each utterance is independent of the preceding utterance given the preceding utterance dialogue act. Accordingly, in these models, the recognition of the dialogue act of an utterance depends on the linguistic features extracted from the utterance itself and the dialogue act of the preceding utterance. This paper presents a Bayesian Networks model for dialogue act recognition in a dialogue system. In addition to the linguistic features of the user utterance and the previous utterance dialogue act, the presented model employs inter-utterances context which results from relaxing inter-utterance independency assumption. To design the model two sets of linguistic features have been identified, intra-utterance features extracted from the user utterance and context features extracted from the previous utterance. Bayesian networks machine learning has been used to induce the networks from a task oriented dialogue corpus. A series of experimental cases have been conducted to evaluate the Bayesian Networks model. In each case, different features have been used. The results show that the inter-utterance context is an effective factor in the recognition of dialogue act and the model which is based on intra-utterance features and inter-utterances context has the highest recognition accuracy.
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Introduction

A dialogue system is a computer system which communicates with human users via natural language to achieve a certain goal such as making travel arrangements, answering questions about weather or sports, routing telephone calls, acting as a general telephone assistant, or performing even more sophisticated tasks. Figure 1 shows the typical architecture of a dialogue system which integrates many components such as speech recognition, natural language understanding, dialogue manager, natural language generation and text-to-speech synthesis (Jurafsky and Martin, 2003). The role of the natural language understanding component is to convert the user's utterance into semantic representation to figure out his intention so that the dialogue system can generate an appropriate response. In the information-state approach to